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New double edge flat polishing
machine

A new double-edge polishing machine put into production in mid-August. The 
maximum production capacity is 33,600 meters or approximately 1,320,000 
inches. That translates to a weekly capacity of approx. 4 containers of 5mm 
glass or 8 containers of 10mm glass. Glass processing sizes are max 2500mm x 
2500mm (98” x 98”) and minimum 300mm x 300mm (12” x 12”) in the glass 
thickness range 4mm-19mm. The addition of this equipment should have us 
prepared for any potential growth in 2012.

▲ New double edge polishing machine 
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Dream on the South of Clouds
– A trip to Lijiang, Yunnan Province, China

--- written by Angela Zhang

One of us, Angela, made a trip to Lijiang a few weeks ago. She would like to 
share the following pictures and feelings with you.

It's a place where you can experience four seasons in a day.  One minute ago
you are still worried about being trapped in heavy rain…

As the night falls, more and more local singers appear in the bar

Very distinctive restaurant there. It's a great 
place for hurried passengers to relax, what you 
could do is sitting down and listening to the folk 
music…

and one minute later 
you are basking in 
bright sunshine...
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Prizes the Champion won in this 
year’s game, the most expensive 
one were “robbed” by girls in the 
photo on the right 

Brief introduction for Bobing games

Required are a big bowl, six dices, and prizes for the players (there will be introduction 
about how many prizes should be prepared in the part of regulations)

Tools for bobing

Mid-Autumn Day and the game of Bobing
We had one of the most important Chinese traditional festivals – Mid-Autumn Day – this 
September. There are a lot of different folk customs on Mid-Autumn Day in China, such as 
eating moon cake, and moon worshipping. The most popular folk customs on Mid-Autumn 
Day in South Fujian province, including Xiamen, is a game called Bobing. Here are some 
photos of us playing Bobing. “I am the CHAMPION of this year and won a lot of prizes! 
These prizes do not cost much money but I enjoy this game, the happiness it brings and 
the excitement experienced after winning prize… Also, this game offers us a great 
opportunity to relax” said Brook (the editor of newsletter). Actually, the game of Bobing 
could be played anytime and not only on Mid-Autumn Day. A lot of families play this game 
with their friends or neighbors when they have time in autumn.

Happy time when we playing Bobing
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First level/Champion level 
The most expensive prizes will be awarded to the champion, anyone who throws the dices at 

the champion level has a chance to win the champion prize. There is only one champion 
quota, if there are more than one players dice "the biggest champion", let them throw the 

dices one more time to determine the winner as per all of the following models. 

The biggest champion (have to be 4x4 plus 2x1) 

The second biggest champion (have to be 6x4) 

The third biggest champion (6 same numbers, the higher 
number wins) 

The fourth biggest champion (5x4 plus any other 
number/the last number, determine the winner through the 
last number: the higher number wins) 

The fifth biggest champion (any number x 5 plus the last 
number, the higher numbers win) 

The sixth biggest champion (4x4 plus last 2 numbers, 
determine the winner through the last 2 numbers: the higher 
numbers win) 

Second level

Have to be the model in right volume (there are 2 prize 
quotas for this model) 

3 x 4 plus any other numbers (there are 4 prize quotas for 
this model) 

4 x 1 plus any other numbers (there are 8 prize quotas for 
this model) 

2 x 4 plus any other numbers (there are 16 prize quotas for 
this model) 

1 x 4 plus any other numbers (there are 32 prize quotas for 
this model) 

The game is not over until there is no prize left.

Regulations for Bobing game

The regulations could vary from one area to the next, however, it does not matter if you 
like this game, play with your children or friends, have fun!
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